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IN THE MOOD

MOODS LIKE
JAGGER

The epitome of cool and hip, Mick Jagger’s music,
swagger—and even his wild escapades—moved me to
create the cloak closet at Millstone Manor in his image.
For more mood boards, visit moods.hotelbusinessdesign.com
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TRENDSETTERS & TASTEMAKERS

DESIGN WITHIN
REACH
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SONNY+ASH harnesses virtual and augmented
reality for next-level design

Hold on tight, SONNY+ASH wants to take you on a
magic carpet ride. This is not a flight of fancy, but
of innovation and purpose. The creative communications studio, based in Chicago, is approaching
the development of design in a way that elevates
how designers formulate ideas and intimately
interact with projects through the use of next-gen
tools such as augmented and virtual reality.
For the uninitiated, virtual reality (VR) is an
immersive, 360-degree view of a real or manufactured environment, enabling users to engage
with it via sensory equipment, such as headsets or
gloves. Augmented reality (AR) ups the ante on
the VR experience, creating an overlay of digital
information onto a material item—a visual that
goes from 2D to 3D.

IT STARTS WITH

ONE SILLY THOUGHT
—ASH
“We geek out on innovative solutions that enhance design communication,” said Ash, chief creative officer of SONNY+ASH. “We have created
a lab dedicated to evolving client experiences and
design communications, called CXlab. Design projects viewed with the correct visual communication
solutions is essential to illustrate a design vision/
narrative. We believe this leads to better client
engagement and feedback, and gives our clients a
competitive advantage.”
The firm first dabbled in VR for 360-degree renderings and soon saw a real opportunity for both
VR and AR to support clients. Mike Gajdorus,
director of client experience at SONNY+ASH,

HOME PAGE TAKEOVER
This dynamic opportunity includes bookends, a home page intercept, a
leaderboard and the multimedia position. Upon login, all four positions will
be displayed simultaneously. Campaigns connect to a supplied link.

explained that these technologies stoke a sense of
discovery, eliciting feelings of awe and exclamations of “Wow, that’s cool!”
“Every project has one or two of these 360-degree renderings; it’s almost a requirement now
and that was the beginning,” said Gajdorus. “With
augmented reality, you can superimpose a computer graphic on top of your frame, and through
your camera, look into the space and position this
digital model where you need it to be to get an
idea of what the furniture or layout would look like
situated in the space.”
“Immersive virtual reality is hot right now,” noted Ash. “We are also exploring gaming engines to
create an environment in which the user is able to
control what they see and engage with the space
as they would in the real environment once the
project is built.”
Speaking on the firm’s inventive pursuits, Ash
noted that inspiration is born from a united effort
and serves as the main driver. In this case, the
whole is greater than the sum of its parts.
“For us, it starts with one silly thought and an
obsession to find the true state of its existence
and beauty,” said Ash. “This is never a one-person process, but always with team members, each
with a different state of consciousness. From this
collective effort, we draw our inspiration and
create a narrative.”
What’s new and next is what’s happening right
now, noted Gajdorus. “We’ve shown a few of our
main clients in Chicago a virtual walk-through
using a gaming engine, enabling them to navigate anywhere they want throughout the space
they are designing,” said Gajdorus. “Our team is
multidisciplinary—architecture, filmmaking and
game-building backgrounds—and all of these different disciplines collaborate to think of new ways
we can show off our art.”
—Corris Little
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2. At Hampton Inn & Suites
Los Angeles/Santa Monica in
California, “Studio HBA wanted
to create a sense of arrival at the
beach at the end of a Route 66
road trip,” said Principal David
Dunphy, noting that the blue
neon sign that states “I’ll take
sunshine” is a traveler favorite.
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3. Navigate Design’s Ken Lam noted
that when creating F&B spaces like
Morah at the JW Marriott Marquis
in Dubai, owners and interior
designers need to “spend more
time curating entry experiences,
special art installations and custom
lighting” for the Instagramready traveler. “Materials and
lighting design not only have to
complement the decor, but must
also serve as a great backdrop for
selfies,” he said.
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1. Chicago’s Acme Hotel Company,
owned by Rebel Hospitality, finds
guests like to post photos of “the
zipper design on our wall, or
the painted mannequins in our
light wells. We see many kissyface selfies with our light-up lips
on our bathroom mirror. And
many of our guests like to interact
with the custom headboard with
a giant handprint,” said Rebel
Hospitality’s Gene Kornota.

STANDARD BANNER
These ads are positioned with the “main” content regions of each page
within inspiredesignmag.com. Campaigns are randomly drawn and connect
to a supplied link.

While the staged and filtered photos that usually appear on Instagram aren’t necessarily genuine—
but, rather, represent a glamorized
version of authentic life—digital
natives today want to share their
experiences with friends in real
time…and smart hotels capitalize
on that. As such, when designers
and operators plan hotels, they
should think about the potential
of Instagrammable moments,
whether that means unique design
touches, inventive F&B displays or
capitalizing on spectacular views.
“Guests like to share content that
is individual, and they like to make
it their own within a selfie integrated with unique design touches
they don’t see in other hotels,”
said Gene Kornota, co-founder and
principal of Rebel Hospitality LLC.
“When we design our hotels…we
certainly take note when we see
something we anticipate will be
highly Instagrammable—but we
consider that a bonus.”
David Dunphy, principal, Studio
HBA, said, “We consider how
guests will use the space before
we begin designing for function.
We incorporate unexpected colors,
patterns and bold backdrops for
perfectly Instagrammable spots.
We’ll find the right elements for
the space by researching our locale’s history and culture.”
Ken Lam, principal, Navigate
Design, added, “Instagrammable
moments have become pivotal for
guests to discover while they are
traveling, allowing them to share
their experiences spontaneously.
This trend not only influences how
travelers select hotels but also how
interior designers think of focal
points, visual cues, layout and
flow. It’s no longer conventional
hospitality design but more experiential design.”
—Nicole Carlino
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